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Public School Funding: A
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action ofDr. Rick Eiam)
This thesis concerns the current public
that reiate to sixteenth s
country has been

schooi funding mechanisms in Mississippi

and. As a resuit ofthe U.S. Land Ordinance of 1785,the

surveyed and divided i
townships, each with 36 square mile sections,

The sixteenth section of each township has historically been used for the upkeep ofthe
pubiic schoois within a township. Since Mississippi’s founding, sixteenth section iand
has served as a source of revenue for the upkeep of public schools in Mississippi. While
most schools in the state have sixteenth section land as a source of revenue,over thirty
public school districts are without sixteenth section land. These districts are known as
the Chickasaw public school districts. In lieu of revenue from sixteenth section land, the
state provides Chickasaw schools with an annual appropriation. Unfortunately,
Mississippi has not historically provided Chickasaw public schools with the appropriate
amount offunding. Of particular concern is the funding that Chickasaw districts have
received under the 1980 s formula under Federal Court Order No. 84-4109, which was
designed to equalize the differences in sixteenth section related funding. The research in
this thesis tests the effectiveness of this sixteenth section funding under the Federal Court
Order No. 84-4109 formula. Two methods were used. The first method reexamines

revenue from sixteenth section related sources on a per acre basis. The second method
uses total student enrollment(or teachable units) for each school district. It was
concluded that while the state’s funding is adequate under a test of per acre basis, funding
disparities exist when using teachable units as a basis. In order to address this disparity,
Mississippi should reconfigure the Federal Court’s formula or seek equality through a
statewide sixteenth section fund.
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An Analysis of Sixteenth Section Land in Public School Funding: A Search for
Equality for Chickasaw School Districts
Introduction
"These lands are so very important, since they are a source of revenue for our school
districts and also because of the outdoor recreational opportunities that many of these
leases provide,"Secretary ofState, Delbert Hosemann

The use of public land as a source of revenue for the upkeep of public schools has
been a well-established tradition since its start in early England. Thus when surveying
the contours of the United States, the earliest statesmen decided to continue the English
tradition through the U.S. Land Ordinance of 1785. Dividing the country into townships,
the Land Ordinance of 1785 reserved the sixteenth section of each township as a source
of revenue for the public schools within that township. As states were surveyed into
townships and brought into the Union, one square mile(or 640 acres) was reserved for
schools.
Obtaining statehood in 1817, Mississippi was no exception to the rule, at least not
initially. Mississippi obtained its land from three treaties with the Choctaw Indians
collectively known as the Choctaw Purchase. The Treaty of Mount Dexter, a part ofthe
Choctaw Purchase, established a significant part of what is now the southern half ofthe
state. The northeastern portion ofthe state was established by the Treaty of Pontotoc
with the Chickasaw Indians. After acquiring the Chickasaw land, the state sold it to the
state’s citizenry immediately but failed in the heat ofthe land rush to reserve the
sixteenth section ofeach township for public schools.
In an effort to remedy this mistake, the federal government endowed Mississippi
with lieu land to replace the lost sixteenth section land. Instead of granting the

Chickasaw districts control ofthe lieu land, the state sold this land to a railroad company
in an attempt to make a greater profit and to stimulate the cotton industry which relied on
the railroads for transportation of cotton. The return from the land sale was invested in
railroad bonds. The interest from the bonds was to replace the income the Chickasaw
area would have received through sixteenth section land. Yet these investments were lost
due to the destruction of the railroads during the Civil War.
With a substantial part ofthe state without sixteenth section land, the Mississippi
state legislature has allocated an annual appropriation to the public school districts in the
Chickasaw cession area since the loss ofthe lieu land. The appropriations are designed to
represent the return ofeight percent interest that the Chickasaw counties would have
earned from the sale of their respective sixteenth section land. As time progressed, it
became evident that the eight percent interest was not an equitable amount when
compared to the revenue being earned by the Choctaw districts.
Dr. Bobby Papasan, superintendent of Tunica Schools, discovered through his
doctoral research that the amount offunding that the Chickasaw districts were receiving
in relation to Choctaw districts was in fact substantially less. As a result of his discovery,
Papasan decided to sue the state for the inequitable funding ofthe Choctaw district
schools. The case became known as Papasan v. Allain. Papasan v. Allain was so
contentious that it eventually found its way to the U.S. Supreme Court. Acknowledging
the merits of Papasan’s case, the Supreme Court stated that the Chickasaw School
Districts were not receiving an equitable amount under Mississippi’s current funding
mechanism. The U.S. Supreme Court remanded Papasan v. Allain back to the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals where the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals developed a solution.
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The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals created a formula to equalize the differences m
funding between the Choctaw and Chickasaw districts. In order to validate the
effectiveness of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal’s formula,this thesis will design tests
to explore the equalizing nature of the formula.
Two tests will be performed to accomplish the aforementioned goal. The first test
will bear a resemblance to the doctoral research performed by Papasan. While Papasan s
research used the data available in the 1940’s-1970’s, these test will use 2007 data. The
second test will take the notion ofequitable funding a step further by showing how
students are impacted by each dollar of sixteenth section revenue and each dollar of state
appropriations.
Thus, this thesis will seek to explore the historical context of sixteenth section
land in Mississippi and the implications its history has had on current funding of
Mississippi public schools. This will involve a chronological outline ofthe development
of sixteenth section land into distinct regions in Mississippi: Choctaw and Chickasaw. A
short history of legislative funding of Chickasaw district schools will be given. More
importantly, an analysis will be conducted to gauge whether the current funding
mechanisms for Chickasaw schools are comparable to Choctaw districts. At the core of
this thesis is the question of equality in the public school funding in Mississippi: can the
state of Mississippi say that all children receive equitable support from sixteenth section
resources? This thesis will supply an answer: Chickasaw school districts are not
receiving equitable funding.

3

Section I. History and Development of Sixteenth Section Land

The Evolution of Sixteenth Section Land
During the late 1700’s much of the United States had yet to be mapped (Brown
1). With the discovery and exploration of new land came the question of how to structure
settlements in a way that provided for the sovereignty of private property while also
providing for the upkeep of public amenities. Among those public amenities the support
of public education v.^as key. Thus, when Colonel Timothy Pickering wrote the land
proposals for Ohio, he clearly had fimding for education in mind. In Article VII ofthe
Ohio land proposal. Colonel Pickering wrote
The right being secured all the surplus lands shall be common property ofthe
state, and be disposed offor the common good: as for laying out roads, building
bridges, creating public buildings, establishing schools and academies, defraying
the expense of government, and other public uses.(Brown 2)
Although the practice of reserving land for schools preexisted Article VII,
Colonel Pickering’s insight compelled Thomas Jefferson to follow a similar structure in
the U.S. Land Ordinance of 1785. The Land Ordinance of 1785 played an enormous part
in shaping the surveying and structure ofthe U.S. land system. The Land Ordinance of
1785 established the rectangular system ofland surveying known as the township. Under
the system, a township consisted of 36 one-mile square sections with each section
containing 640 acres. The Ordinance states that the sixteenth section ofeach township
was to be treated differently from the rest: “there shall be reserved the Lot No. 16 of
every township for maintenance of public schools within said township”(Brown 2).

Figure #1
Township diagram under the Land Ordinance of 1785-(Each of the 36 Sections is
one-mile square or 640 acres)
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Following the Land Ordinance of 1785,the Land Ordinance of 1789 further
extended Congress’s control over the establishment ofthe U.S. land system. The Land
Ordinance of 1789 bestowed upon Congress the power to dispose ofthe national domain
or the power to organize public land. Thus, Congress could use the country’s land as
they saw fit. While the Land Ordinance of 1789 took precedence after its passage,those
states that were admitted to the Union before the passage ofthe ordinance were excluded
from the provisions set forth in the Land Ordinance of 1789(Brovm 3).

The Constitution and Sixteenth Section Land
Although education was not mentioned explicitly in the original body ofthe
Constitution, the foundation for the application of sixteenth section land is embedded
within the Constitution. Through Article IV, Section 3,Paragraph 2 ofthe Constitution,
5

and Land Ordinance of 1789, Congress was given full power over the national domain.
(Brown 9). The Land Ordinances and Article IV ofthe Constitution gave the federal
government a large stake in shaping education throughout the developing country; yet, in
the spirit of federalism. Congress decided the states should have a degree of autonomy
when controlling their local schools. The Constitution’s tenth amendment accomplishes
this goal:
Powers not delegated to the nation by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
states are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people. Nevertheless the
control of schools and education passes as one ofthe unmentioned powers thus
reserved to the people ofthe different states to handle in any manner which they
saw fit.(Brown 10)

With the power to shape education in the hands of individual states, various plans arose
to provide for the application of sixteenth section revenue.

Mississippi and Georgia
While land policies such as the Ohio Plan allowed many states to have sixteenth
section land as a means of supporting public education, there were some states that did
not reserve the sixteenth section ofeach township for their public schools. Due to the
fact that these states were admitted to the Union prior to the formation ofthe land grant
policies, the original thirteen states are included in the states without sixteenth section
land. In all, thirty states would be granted land; Mississippi received large amounts of
this grant land. Yet, underlying Mississippi’s sizable land grant, was the question ofthe
land grant’s origin. Georgia, having relinquished claims to part of its western land in
1802, was often believed to be the source of a substantial amount of Mississippi’s land
(Brown 22). These speculations were confirmed when the Mississippi Supreme Court
6

rendered a decision confirming Mississippi as the recipient ofland from the state of
Georgia. As dictated in the Act of 1803, this land had to be surveyed and legally solvent
of Indian claims before Mississippi could effectively settle the land obtained from
Georgia. Undoubtedly the most problematic issue complicating settling lands was the
removal of the Indian populace.

Indian Land Cessation Choctaw land Cessation
Those Indians standing in the way ofthe Mississippi government were met with
enormous pressure to leave their land. The Mississippi government was relatively
successful in its efforts to obtain land owned by the Choctaw Indians. The Treaty of
Mount Dexter, made in 1805, secured 4 million acres of Choctaw land forming most of
Southern Mississippi. In 1820,the United States entered into the Treaty of Doaks Stand
with the Choctaw Indians of Mississippi. The Treaty ceded 5 million acres of Choctaw
leind to the state of Mississippi. Lastly,the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek ceded 10 Vi
million acres to the state of Mississippi. Collectively these treaties became known as the
Choctaw Purchase, forming a substantial part ofthe state(Brown 23). In Exhibit 2,the
state lands formed from the Choctaw Purchase are represented below the uppermost line
boundary.

Chickasaw land Cessation
While Choctaw land was ceded through many treaties, only one treaty was needed
to sequester land from the Chickasaw Indians: the Pontotoc Creek Treaty. On October
20, 1832, the entire Chickasaw populace of Mississippi entered into the Pontotoc Creek

7

Treaty with an agent of the President. General John Coffee was sent by President
Andrew Jackson to negotiate with the Chickasaw Nation. General Coffee was able to
successfully negotiate the Pontotoc Creek Treaty of 1832. The lands were to be sold to
the public and the proceeds were to be turned over to the Chickasaw Nation (Papasan 8).
The lands were to be surveyed by the United States government(at Chickasaw expense)
(Papasan 19). According to the State Land Commissioner of Mississippi, the Pontotoc
Creek Treaty resulted in the ceding of:
lands north of a line drawn from the southwest comer ofTunica County,
embracing in whole or in part twenty-four counties. Terms of this treaty specified
that lands should be surveyed and sold at an agreed upon price, proceeds from
which were to go to the Chickasaw Indian Tribe.(Brown 24)
Although an immediate survey was authorized, the sixteenth section land was
never reserved. With the allure of new cheap land, came a frenzy of buyers who quickly
bought the land in Northeast Mississippi. Unfortunately during this land rush, little
regard was given to the reservation ofthe sixteenth section. Sixteenth section land was
sold to the public without any restrictions. This phenomenon was documented by the
U.S. Department of Interior:
In the course oftime, it was found that some tracts of public domain,intended for
dedication as school grants, were embraced in old private land grants originating
under governments preceding the United States in sovereignty, such as that of
Great Britain, France, and Spain, and that some irregular and fractional townships
contained no section number 16 or 36.(Brown 24)
It was also found that some ofthese sections had been appropriated before the survey of
the land could be made.

8

Figure
#2
&
Map of Dividing line behvcen Northeastern Chickasaw Land and Choctaw Land
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Lieu Lunds
As a result of this situation, Congress provided tracts ofland within the state
known as lieu land to replace the original Chickasaw sixteenth section lands. Lieu land
refers to land that is either granted to a township in Mississippi in place of sixteenth
section land or land that was obtained to replace sixteenth section land that had been
traded or sold. Accordingly, after the initial misstep of selling away the school districts’
sixteenth section lands, the U.S. Congress corrected the mistake by giving the state of
Mississippi lieu land to support Mississippi public schools. Most of this lieu land
consisted of government land in Delta counties, some ofthe more fertile in the state
(Brown 25).
With this land the state was expected to maintain the tradition ofsixteenth section
land; however,the state government would again squander its opportunity to support
Chickasaw schools. In 1856,the state legislature sold the lieu land and permitted the
return from the sale to be loaned to the railroad company at a rate ofeight percent
interest. In addition the legislature passed in 1856 an act requiring the interest from the
railroad company’s loan to be paid to those public schools without sixteenth section land
(Brown 29). The state legislature’s investment in the railroad industry was effectively
known as the Chickasaw Trust Fund(Brown 30). With the expansion ofthe cotton
industry during this time and Mississippi’s economic dependence on the cotton industry,
the railroad was concluded to be a vital part ofthe future of Mississippi’s economy since
it would transport cotton effectively and efficiently. The Civil War would lead to the
default ofthe railroad company in Mississippi and as a result the loss ofthe Chickasaw

10

Trust Fund.
To a large part, the default of the railroads was due to the Union army’s
aggressive force (Papasan 30). The Union Army effectively destroyed railroad tracks
throughout the state. Many of Mississippi’s key railroads were reduced to a ifraction of
their original size. As a result, the railroad companies defaulted, leaving the state without
the Chickasaw Trust Fund. The state legislature, acknowledging this predicament,
decided to appropriate an annual amount totaling $ 62,191 (which represented
approximately thirty-six cents per acre paid to the counties’ school districts without
sixteenth section land (Papasan 31).

The Inherent Nature of Sixteenth Section Land in Mississippi
Adhering to tlie Ordinances and Acts governing sixteenth section land,
Mississippi’s Constitution, Article VIII, section 211, protects the autonomy ofsixteenth
section land and reserves sixteenth section land for the support of public education.
Article VIII, Section 211 states the following:
The Legislature shall enact such laws as may be necessary to ascertain the true
condition of the title to the sixteenth section lands in this state or lands granted in
lieu thereof, in the Choctaw Purchase, and shall provide that the sixteenth section
lands reserved for the support oftownship schools, except as hereinafter provided,
shall not be sold nor shall they be leased for a longer term than ten(10) years for
lands situated outside municipalities and for lands situated within municipalities
for a longer term than(99) years, for a gross sum
While the Mississippi Constitution is clear on the autonomy and general purpose
of sixteenth section land, little instruction is given to the effective use ofthe sixteenth
section land income. Under current law,income from sixteenth section land is
discretionary. As stated on the Secretary of State’s website “income from sixteenth

11

section land is considered as a local funding source, and the expendable income may be
spent for any educational purposes authorized by law”(Secretary of State, 16‘‘’ Section
Lands- FAQ). In addition, while current law requires that the Secretary of State exercise
general super\ ision of the local school management ofthe land, the use ofthe land and
the land's income are left to the discretion ofthe local board ofeducation and partially to
the local board of supervisors.

Reform Movement
During the early to mid 1900’s, reform of sixteenth section land management
became a major issue in Mississippi. Until these reforms, sweetheart deals were common
throughout the state with some sixteenth section lands being leased for pennies on the
acre. Reforming sweetheart deals was at the top ofthe list ofreforms during this period.
Starting this reform was Joe Tally, Superintendent of Smith County (Secretary of State,
Biennial Report 1). Upon realizing that the Smith County School district was being
deprived of vital funds, Tally decided to partner with Larry Clark, the Smith County
School Board attorney, and sue the Smith County Board ofsupervisors for their
inequitable treatment in regards to sixteenth section income. Ultimately, the case was
presented before the Mississippi Supreme Court during which Tally and Clark proposed
two focal points of reform for sixteenth section land (Secretary of State, Biennial Report
!)●
By the 1970’s, valuation of sixteenth section leases was of the utmost concern in
educational funding. In Tally’s opinion, sixteenth section leases were being undervalued.
Tally felt that in order to achieve better educational funding sixteenth section land had to
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be priced at the same level as the other township sections. Secondly, under the
possibility that county officials leased the land for prices below the true value, county
officials would be personally obligated to make up the difference. Initiating the sixteenth
section reform movement of the 70’s, the state Supreme Court awarded Tally with a win,
making a major step in the reforming of how sixteenth section land was priced. Tally
played an instrumental part in uprooting years of negligence in the use of sixteenth
section land.
Carrying the torch lit by Tally, John Ed Ainsworth, elected state Land
Commissioner in 1975, made the reform of sixteenth section land a top priority(Clark 1).
With momentum behind reforming sixteenth section revenue, Ainsworth was able to
gather backing for tlie passage ofthe Sixteenth Section Reform Act of 1978. In the most
basic sense, the act allowed for the transfer of control of sixteenth section land to the
local boards of education and empowered the Secretary of State as the chief supervisor of
sixteenth section land. The impact ofthe Sixteenth Section Land Reform Act of 1978 is
best summarized in its opening sentence: Sixteenth section school lands, or lands
granted in lieu thereof, constitute property held in trust for the benefit ofthe public
schools and must be treated as such.”(Clark 1)

13

Section II. Current Laws Governing Sixteenth Section Land Usage
Classification of Sixteenth Section Land
Laboring to reform the leasing of sixteenth section land in the 1970’s, State Land
Commissioner John Ed Ainsworth helped passed the Sixteenth Section Reform Act of
1978. Commissioner Ainsworth’s work would have a profound effect on sixteenth
section land and would help to combat the sweetheart deals so prevalent up until that
point.
In addition to transferring control of sixteenth section land over to the county
boards of supervisors, the Sixteenth Section Reform Act of 1978 also addressed the
increasing demand for more classifications of sixteenth section land (Mississippi
Secretary of State, iii). The 1978 Reform Act expanded the classification ofsixteenth
section land from two classifications (Forest and other) to eight. A ninth category,
Catfish Farming, was added in 1995. Section 29-3-31 governs the classification of
sixteenth section land and describes the nine categories available for classifications. The
classifications include forest land, agricultural land, industrial land, commercial land,
residential land,farm residential land, recreational land, catfish farming land and other
land. The Section 29-3-31 specified the features unique to each land classification
(Mississippi. Secretary of State, iv).
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1.) Forest Land is to be land covered with 90 percent forest or wasteland. Revenues
from this land is to be produced by the employment oftimber or other forest
products.
2.) Agricultural land is simply land that is most conducive to “pasturage or
cultivation.
3.) Industrial Land is to be used for any of the following purposes: port, harbor,
industrial, manufacturing or wai'ehousing.
4.) Commercial Land is used in wholesale or retail businesses, financial institutions,
professional offices and clinics, service trades and occupations, privately owned
public utilities and similar businesses.
5.) Residential Land is land inhabited by an approved lessee or sub-lessee. This land
is designed on a rectangular form.
6.) Farm Residential Land has a number ofrequirements. This land must not exceed
one hundred sixty acres ofland used for agricultural purposes. The land may
“consist oftwo noncontiguous tracts not exceeding one hundred sixty acres in the
aggregate with reasonable easements connecting the residential and outlying
tracts
7.) Recreational Land is land conducive to recreational use. Such uses include but
are not limited to parks, campsites,lodges and “similar uses and facilities.”
8.) Catfish Farming Land is land used for and containing catfish ponds for the
raising, harvesting and selling ofcatfish.
9.) Other land, by default, is land that is not recognized in any ofthe preceding
categories.

15

Classification is simply determined by

finding the most profitable use ofthe land. The

same principles used in determining the most profitable use of private land are used in
determining the elassif.eation ofsixteenth section land. Most sixteenth section land can
be reclassified; however, a special caveat

exists for residential and farm residential.

in classified as such as long as the land
Residential and Farm Residential lands must remain
is used as a residence. Accordingly, land classification can make a significant difference.
The three most eommon classifications are forestry, agriculture and catfish (Secretary of
State, Annual Revenue Summary). The most prevalent classification is forestry.
Table 1 is a comprehensive list ofschool districts with sixteenth section land used
for forestry purposes. In addition to the school district’s name,each district s total
revenue. total teacher units and revenue per teacher unit are listed (Mississippi
Assessment and Accountability Reporting System). Forestry school districts produced
over $44 million in revenue in 2007. The amount per teacher umt varied from a low of
$1.00 for the Biloxi District to a high of$1,164 for the Adams/Natchez Districts. The
focal point of Table 1 is the column, revenue per teacher units.
Table 1
2007 Total Revenue, Total Teacher Units, and Revenue per Teacher
Units Sixteenth Section Land with Forestry Classifications
Total
Teacher
Revenue Per
School Districts
Total Revenue units
teacher units
3,988
$1,832,394.51
$459.00
Adams/Natchez
1,274
$1,483,782.60
$1,164.00
Amite County
1,163
$627,705.47
$539.00
Attala County
Kosciusko
2,258
$184,604.98
$81.00
Municipal
910
West Bolivar
$245,326,61
$269.00
2,556
$34,698.09
$13.00
Calhoun County
16

Canroll County
Choctaw County
Claiborne County
Enterprise
Quitman
Clay County
West Point
Municipal
Coahoma
County
Copiah County
Hazlehurst
Municipal
Covington
County
Forrest County
Petal Municipal
Franklin County
George County
Greene County
Grenada
Municipal
Hancock County
Harrison County
Biloxi
Hinds County
Jackson
Municipal
Clinton Municipal
Holmes County
Humphreys
County
Jackson County
Moss Point
Municipal
Pascagoula
Municipal
East Jasper
West Jasper
Jefferson County
Jefferson Davis
Kemper County
Lamar County

939
1,590
1,761
872

$543,264.43
$668,982.68
$345,323.57
$172,114.17
$106,886.49
$123,019.46

2,063
154

$578.00
$420.00
$196.00
$197.00
$51.00
$798.00

$18,020.00

3,378

$5.00

$532,883.56
$428,623.12

1,596
2,958

$333.00
$144.00

$318,362.00

1,537

$207.00

$1,920,773.97
$149,922.49
$174,127.43
$1,342,927.96
$95,667.93
$260,026.44

3,241
2,410
3,995
1,475
4,210
2,036

$592.00
$62.00
$43.00
$910.00
$22.00
$127.00

$349,775.83
$128,553.68
$1,347,637.85
$8,010.29
$634,320.18

4,438
4,354
13,216
4,719
6,697

$78.00
$29.00
$101.00
$1.00
$94.00

$1,475,058.63
$204,231.34
$513,508.67

39,575
4,729
3,286

$37.00
$43.00
$156.00

$460,751.87
$395,590.40

1,848
39,575

$249.00
$9.00

$26,261.21

3,057

$8.00

$73,207.00
$296,118.86
$283,106.36
$192,425.81
$2,200,214.37
$351,813.92
$3,590,532.99

7,124
1,135
1,622
1,474
1,809
1,229
8,215

$10.00
$260.00
$174.00
$130.00
$1,216.00
$286.00
$437.00
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Lumberton Line
Lauderdale
County
Lawrence County
Leake County
Lincoln County
Lowndes County
Marion County
Monroe County
Neshoba County
Newton County
Newton
Municipal
Union Municipal
Noxubee County
Oktibbeeha
County
Starkville
Municipal
Pearl River
Picayune
Municipal
Poplarville
Municipal
Perry County
Richton Municipal
North Pike
South Pike
Rankin County
South Delta
Simpson County
Stone County
Vicksburg
Western Line
Wayne County
Webster County
Wilkinson County
Wayne County
Webster County
Wilkinson County
Coffeeville
Total

$372,247.60

798

$466.00

$565,254.15
$419,928.62
$141,703.15
$2,212,140.94
$329,173.27
$1,359,166.82
$200,944.75
$88,280.93
$37,086.09

6,677
2,231
3,268
3,108
5,391
2,483
2,328
3,141
1,916

$84.00
$188.00
$43.00
$711.00
$61.00
$547.00
$86.00
$28.00
$19.00

$382,990.15
$15,587.33
$877,187.89

1,013
911
1,972

$378.00
$17.00
$444.00

$283,923.88

866

$327.00

$49,386.82
$73,686.37

4,207
3,155

$11.00
$23.00

$171,392.69

3,655

$46.00

2,194
$245,962.81
1,303
$223,501.57
752
$153,158.26
2,325
$481,417.00
1,959
$189,050.00
18,230
$2,746,982.35
1,146
$773,715.86
4,262
$535,318.94
2,805
$174,957.78
9,058
$1,114,259.66
1,932
$197,936.68
3,755
$1,730,593.27
1,806
$297,054.41
1,339
$765,027.97
3,755
$1,730,593.27
1,806
$297,054.41
1,339
$765,027.97
625
$440,160.59
$44,582,411.47 301,977.00

$112.00
$171.00
$203.00
$207.00
$96.00
$150.00
$675.00
$125.00
$62.00
$123.00
$102.00
$460.00
$164.00
$571.00
$460.00
$164.00
$571.00
$704.00
$148.00
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Table 2 is a comprehensive list of school districts with sixteenth section land used for
agricultural purposes. In addition to the school district’s name,each district’s total
revenue, total teacher units and revenue per teacher unit are listed. Agricultural school
districts produced over $6 million revenue in 2007(Annual Revenue Summary For Year
07). The amount per teacher unit varied from a low of$9 revenue per teacher units for
Greenville Public School district to a high of$836 for the Benoit School District. The
focal point of Table 2 is the column revenue per teacher units.

Table 2

2007 Total Revenue,Total Teacher Units, and Revenue Per Teacher Units
Sixteenth Section Land with Agriculture Classifications
School Districts
Total Revenue
Teacher Units
Revenue per Teacher Units
Benoit
273
$228,499.80
$836.00
North Bolivar
737
$139,408.00
$189.00
Cleveland
$167,467.81
3,523
$47.00
Shaw
590
$158,545.08
$268.00
Pass Christian
1,512
$23,569.22
$15.00
2,798
$693,007.31
$247.00
Leflore County
BrookHaven
3,005
$583,856.87
$194.00
Municipal
Madison
11,487
$1,358,948.73
$118.00
3,355
Canton Municipal
$391,816.34
$116.00
1,328
$102,096.03
$76.00
Quitnnan County
$338,044.27
1,690
$200.00
Sunflower County
629
Drew Municipal
$122,352.64
$194.00
2,387
$83,751.10
Indianola Municipal
$35.00
East Tallahatchie
1,361
$226,867.98
$166.00
West Tallahatchie
931
$238,691.87
$256.00
Hollandale
795
$128,408.79
$161.00
Leland
1,058
$287,787.08
$272.00
Greenville Public
6,932
$64,788.00
$9.00
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Yazoo County
Total

1,759
46,150

$944,146.85
$6,282,053.77

$536.00
$136.00

Table 3 is a comprehensive list of school districts with sixteenth section land used for
Catfish fanning. In addition to the school district’s name each district’s total income, and
total enrollment and revenue per teacher unit are listed. The revenue from Catfish
sixteenth section land school district for 2007 is listed (Department of Education,
MAARS). The amount per teacher unit varied from a low of$ 3 for the Columbus
Municipal School District to a high of$212 in McComb Municipal School District. The
focal point of Table 3 is the column revenue per teacher unit.
Table 3

2007 Total Revenue, Total Teacher Units, and Revenue per Teacher Units
Sixteenth Section Land with Catfish Classifications
Total
Total
Teacher
Units
School Districts
Revenue
Revenue Per teacher unit
Greenwood
2,968
$13,123.00
$4.00
Municipal
4,425
Columbus Municipal
$14,259.60
$3.00
1,237
Winona Municipal
$13,064.59
$10.00
South Panola
4,593
$31,580.78
$6.00
2,849
$604,464.28
$212.00
McComb Municipal
3,794
Pearl Municipal
$343,836.14
$90.00
Yazoo City
2,769
$11.00
Municipal
$30,749.30
Total
22,635
$1,051,077.69
$46.00

In addition to the general powers ofjurisdiction,the Act of 1978 also extended
the responsibility of surveying and initial classification ofsixteenth section land to the
local boards of education. This responsibility requires the local boards of education to
periodically survey and reclassify sixteenth section land if necessary. The local boards of
20

education are responsible for reclassification when land is being under utilized in its
current capacity (Secretary of State, Procedures Manual 14)

To assist local boards of education in the classification and surveying of sixteenth
section land, the Act also permits the requisition of assistance from local public agencies
qualified to help with land classification. The Act of 1978 places a duty on such agencies
to assist the board when requested. Once classification has been determined the board is
responsible for filing a classification report with the Secretary of State’s office.
The President of the local board of education is responsible for the approval of all
sixteenth section leases. The board as a whole is responsible for extending leases
(Secretary of State, Procedures Manual 14). Conversely, the board is also responsible for
cancelling leases and recovering damages from the misuse ofland. The board of
education is responsible for advertising leases for lands used for hunting and fishing,
mineral rights and agricultural purposes(Secretary of State, Procedures Manual 14).
Selling sixteenth section land is not permissible under most circumstances; the local
board of education can only sell sixteenth section land for industrial development
purposes. Sixteenth section land can be dedicated as a site for public school building or
public recreational areas (Secretary of State, Procedures Manual 14).
The local board ofeducation is responsible for the management of all funds
derived from sixteenth section land and manages the investment in principal fund
accounts. The board also establishes and maintains forestry escrow funds. The board is
required to report on the nature of its sixteenth section funds and classification to the
Secretary of State’s office.
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While the board of education is responsible for primary control ofsixteenth
section land, the local board of supervisors holds many periphery powers. The local
board of supervisors supplements the local board ofeducation in many ofits sixteenth
section land duties (Secretary of State. Procedures Manual 12). The board ofsupervisors
reviews sixteenth section land contracts not subject to public bid and approves the
proposed rental value. If a rental value is rejected, the board of supervisors is responsible
for appointing competent appraisers for the determination as to fair rental value oflease.
The Secretary of State's office has broad supervisory control over sixteenth
section land and local boards of education. The Secretary of State’s office enforces the
statutes protecting sixteenth section land by instituting damage suits for waste or timber
violations. Action can be taken against local boards ofeducation by the Secretary of
State’s office if the boards do not comply with statutes. Using the annual reports
supplied by the local boards of education, the Secretary of State’s office prepares a report
on the status of sixteenth section income,leases and condition oftitle (Secretary of State,
Biennial Report viii).

Among the Secretary of State’s many oversight powers,the requirement ofannual
reports is key. As stated in the Reform Act of 1978, all school districts with sixteenth
section land are required to submit annual reports to the Secretary of State’s office.
Encompassed in these reports are information pertaining to all new leases, rights of way,
easements and sales of school trust land, including the number ofacres in each parcel, the
consideration paid for each transaction, the length and expiration date ofthe term, the
intended use of each parcel; and information pertaining to the principal fimd investments
including amounts of money invested, dates ofinvestments, where invested,form of
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invesimeni. rate of return of each in\ estment and the amount of money earned on each
investment; and such other information as the Secretary of State may require pertaining
to the management of sixteenth section lands and funds(Secretary of State, Biennial
Report viii). The superintendent of education is responsible for maintaining records that
would ideally be kept by a trustee.
The Secretary of State's office mails the forms pertinent to the management of
sixteenth section lands to all relevant school districts around July 1 ofeach year. The
deadline for returns of these fomis is September 1 ofeach year. All reports must contain
the following information:
1.) Contact information of each district personnel responsible for each section ofthe
report.
2.) Contact information of members and officers ofthe local board ofeducation, the
district superintendent of education, the sixteenth section lands manager,and the
school board attorney.
3.) Computer printout showing the listing by section ofall leases reported to the
Secretary of State. The list is to include new leases, assignments ofleases, rental
adjustments, dates and amoimts oflast annual rental payments received, and lease
expirations.
4.) A schedule of revenues documenting income from all sixteenth section lands and
funds.
5.) Report of the principal fund and the investments and income for the principal
fund.
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6.) Report showing any ligation involving sixteenth section lands and status of
ligation.
Upon tiling leases with the Secretary of State’s office, each district’s leases are reviewed
by the Secretar> ot State s Public Lands staff. The Public Lands staff must decide
whether the district s leases meet all standards or if the district needs to take corrective
action. All leases filed by the Secretary of State’s office are entered in a database that is
used to create annual report forms(Secretary of State, Biennial Report viii).
In addition to tiling leases, all reclassifications of sixteenth section land must be
filed with the Secretary of State s office. A copy of the board of education minutes
documenting the reasons for reclassifying the land, a copy ofthe proof of publication of
notice of reclassification, and

a statement indicating that notice has been given to all

lessees of the land being reclassified and showing the names ofthe leases notified are
included in the material submitted to the Secretary of State’s office. Furthermore,a new
land classification form (Form 16)showing the current classification ofthe land after the
reclassification, must be filed with the reclassification.
The district superintendent of education is also required to make reports to the
Secretary of State’s office. By December 31 ofeach year, each district superintendent of
education is required to submit an annual listing of all the educable children in each
township in the district. As defined by the Secretary of State’s office, educable children
are “children residing in the township who are either enrolled in one ofthe school
districts ofthe township or who are legally transferred to another school district”
(Secretary of State. Biennial Report xi). The superintendent of education is responsible
for maintaining a list of the countable educable children in shared townships When a
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particular sixicenih section land is located in a township containing more than one school,
income tor the land is di\ ided among the school districts based on “the percentage of
educable children li\-ing in each school district in the township”(Secretary of State.
Biennial Report xi).
While sixteenth section land is supervised by both the Secretary of State and local
boards of education, toresiry or timber on sixteenth section land is under the control and
administration of the Mississippi Forestr>'Commission. Accordingly,the Mississippi
Forestry Commission superv ises both sixteenth section land classified as “Forest Land
in addition to all timber on any sixteenth section land under all other classifications. The
price per unit ot timber and the minimum cash price of sixteenth section timber are all
established by the Mississippi Forestry Commission. Sixteenth section timber can only
be sold when the Forestry Commission has cleared said timber for cutting. After clearing
timber for cutting, the timber is sold by competitive bids. In order to maximize the
profitability ot sixteenth section timber the legislature passed the Forest Resource
Development Law of 1974. The Forest Resource Development Law provides for
additional financial assistance for the development of“Forest Land.”

Leasing
Upon the approval of the board ofeducation, leases are granted at the fair market
rental of the land “excluding buildings and improvements not owned by the school
district.

All appraisals must be completed before a lease is granted. Industrial Land

and commercial leases must charge a minimum of five percent ofthe current market
value. The fair market rental of all other lands must be determined by appraisal.
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comparative anah sis. or comparison with private land. Under the sixteenth section lands
Reform Act of 1978, the maximum lease term granted upon application was twenty five
years. In order to allow for the financing of building and development on sixteenth
section lands, the maximum lease term for all land classifications was increased to forty
years. Priority is given to the current lease holder for releasing or extending a current
lease. If leasing a sixteenth section land, the lessee must reside on the land.

Revenues and Funds
The local superintendent of education is responsible for the collection of all
rentals including principal and interest on loans. The following sources are categorized
as expendable funds: lease bonuses and annual daily rentals on oil, gas and mineral
leases; annual rents collected under leases covering all sixteenth section land
classifications; interest received on loans or investments ofthe Principal Fund; and
proceeds from the sale of timber. The fimds made available from these expendable
categories are credited to the school district in which the sixteenth section land is located.
These funds are used in the same capacity as other operating and maintenance funds.
These capacities include the building and repair ofschoolhouses,teachers’ homes and
other school facilities, the purchase offurniture, school vehicles and equipment for
vehicles, the payment of teachers’ salaries, and clearing, draining, reforesting, and
improving sixteenth section lands ofthe township.
In addition to expendable funds,the local board ofeducation is also responsible
for the upkeep of a principal fund. As defined by the Secretary of State’s office a
principal fund is a permanent fund consisting ofrevenue received from easements and
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righls-of-way: sales of lieu land; permanent damages to school trust land; sales of
nonrenewable resources including, but not limited to, the sale of sand, gravel, dirt, clays,
and royalties received from the sale of mineral ores, coal, oil, and gas; sales of buildings
on sixteenth section lands, and sales oftimber” Accounting for the principal fund must
be kept separate for each township.
Excluding timber sales, all deposits to the principal flmd are nonexpendable;
however, interest and income derived from the principal fund are expendable. If timber
sales are used for expendable purposes, an account separate from the principal fund must
be kept. Districts are allowed to borrow principal funds at a rate offour percent per
annum for a period not exceeding twenty years. Authorized purposes include assembly
of equipment, or repair of school buildings, improvement oftimber stands, and to provide
funds for any building project approved by the State board of education. A borrowing
term of no more than ten years is allowed for the purchase of school buses. Loans from
the principal fund can be paid from any expendable fund accessible by the district except
Minimum Foundation program funds.
Under Miss. Code Ann. 27-105-33(1972) allowable investments to the Principal
fund include interest bearing deposits, investments ofexcess state funds, any type of
investment in which any other agency instrumentality or subdivision ofthe State of
Mississippi may invest(Secretary of State. Biennial Report X). Principal fimds may be
combined into one or more accounts when invested; however,accounting must show the
fund’s origin or the township where it is located.

Accounting and Auditing Controls for Sixteenth Section Funds
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All school Districts are required by state law to obtain audits in compliance with
the state audit program. Among the many state code sections and titles, sixteenth section
land funds are audited for compliance with Section 29 ofthe state law. The funds audited
for compliance include principal, shared, interest, expenditures (interest fimds), and
forestry escrow funds. In addition to funds, districts are audited for lease termination, the
children's list and transfers.
Under Section 29-3-113, sixteenth section principal funds audits have many
elements. First, auditors must determine the revenues received from right-of-way
easements, sale of lieu land, permanent damages, sale of nonrenewable resources and sale
of certain buildings. Next, the cash balances of all principal funds invested are
determined. Board approved borrowed principal funds for constructing buildings,
repairing buildings, equipping buildings and purchase ofschool buses must be
determined. The annual principal and interest payments paid must also be verified.
The Attorney General’s office has interpreted Section 29-3-119 to apply to
sixteenth section principal funds. Thus, when revenues and expenditures are shared
between townships, auditor’s are required to determine if nonexpendable revenues have
been shared with/from the other districts. If revenues are shared, auditors must
determine if shared revenues are allocated along applicable percentages as gathered from
the appropriate list of children. Each school district’s superintendent is required to
submit a list of children to be filed with the county superintendent by December 31 of
each year.
The allocation of revenues to the appropriate fimds is a key issue for auditors.
Revenue from rents and leases, interest on loans and investments, and sale oftimber must
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be allocaicd lo either interest or principal funds. Under Section 29-3-1II. auditors are
required lo determined that the aforementioned revenues are allocated to the appropriate
funds.
Auditors are responsible for determining whether lease payments that are behind
in excess of sixl>’ da> s are terminated or tiiat **1116 board of education found extenuating
circumstances present." I’xpendilures receive much scrutiny during the auditing process.
Auditors are required to determine if expenditures were used for legal purposes. An
auditor is responsible for determining whether the transfers of maintenance or building
funds were approved b}- the board. Also, auditors are required to determine if expenses
incurred by the board lor the perforaiance of the board's duties concerning sixteenth
section lands are paid from the proper sixteenth section fimd.
Under Section 29-3-47. forestry escrow funds must be audited for compliance.
Auditors determine that at least 15% of forest products revenue has been credited to the
forestry escrow funds. Expenditures relating to forestry must be supported by itemized
invoices. In addition auditors must detemrine that excess funds (other than interest
earned) transferred lo the governmental funds are approved by the Forestry Commission.
In concluding an audit of sixteenth section land, auditors are required to perform a
number of additional tasks. Auditors are to determine if disclosure is needed in the notes
to the financial statements. Next auditors are to prepare compliance over\4ew working
papers. The auditors sign off on their own performance and whether they have
sufficiently achieved the audit objectives for the examination of the legal compliance
requirements for the sixteenth section funds. The key sections of the audit include the
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principal lands, shared lands, children's list, inlerest funds, lease termination.
expendiiares-inleresi lands, transfers, forestry escrow funds, and expenditures.

Spending Principal
With sixteenth section land providing a significant source of income to public
schools, it is understandable that the state would want to safeguard this treasure with
audits. 1 lo\\ e\ er. under the pressure of an economic recession, many are convinced that
sixteenth section monies a\ aiiable in each school's principal fund can be better utilized
by allowing districts to dip into their principal fund (Parker 1A-2A).
I inder current law. dipping into the principal fund is illegal. In 2007, the State
Auditor's oil ice Hied a lawsuit against Jefferson Davis School District because the
school s management had used principal fund money to fix asbestos problems. The State
Auditor lorced the district to return the money to its principal flind.
While Choctaw school districts are allowed to spend the interest generated from
their principal funds, the principal fund is off limits to school districts undercurrent law.
Many school districts disagree with this law and believe that districts should be allowed
to tap into the principal fund and use the fund to offset some of the financial difficulties
districts are facing. Due to royalties from oil and gas, many sixteenth section funds have
grown prosperous with some districts maintaining balances in excess of$10 million
dollars. For example, Jefferson Davis School District has a sixteenth section land fund
balance of$17.35 million.
When considering the possible change in fund usage. Secretary of State Delbert
Hosemann believes two considerations are important. First, present borrowing of
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said Sen. Doug Davis. Sen. Davis added.“At a time when

school districts are hurting, particularly my school district, this is not a proposal Fm
willing to entertain at this time.** Proponents of the change like Rep. Mark Baker believe
that the change is necessary for schools to meet general expenses which include teacher
salaries (Parker 2A).

Funding For Districts Owning No Sixteenth Section Land
Another milestone in the treatment of sixteenth section land as a source of
revenue for schools came in 1986. as the local school officials and school children of the
Chickasaw Cession lands filed a suit against state officials regarding the disparity in
school funding in their districts. At the time, the average sixteenth section revenue per
pupil in the schools in the Chickasaw Cession lands was fai' less than the average income
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per pupil in those sehools with actual revenue from sixteenth section land. With such an
evident gulf in spending, the local school officials in the Chickasaw Cession lands felt
that their school children w'ere being neglected in their education as well as equal
protection under the law\ The Chickasaw districts complaint was two tier:
(1)that the sale of the Chickasaw Cession school lands and the unwise investment
of the proceeds had abrogated the State's trust obligation to hold those lands for
the benefit of Chickasaw Cession schoolchildren in perpetuity and (2)that the
disparity deprived those schoolchildren ofa minimally adequate level of
education and of the equal protection ofthe laws.(Papasan V. Allain)
Under the equal protection clause in the Fourteenth Amendment,the State has an
obligation to protect every person in its jurisdiction equally under the law. By selling the
Chickasaw lieu land, the Chickasaw school districts believed that their protection had
been denied. The Chickasaw school districts believed that the State legislation did not
have the legal authority to sale the lieu land given to them by the federal government.
Accordingly, the sale was void and unenforceable and merited a suit against the State
which they filed. The suit became known as B. H Papasan v. William A. Allain,
Governor ofMississippi.
Initially, the petitioners, tlie school officials and children, filed their suit in the
United States District Court for the Noitliem District of Mississippi. In this suit, the
petitioners traced the history of sixteenth section land in Mississippi pointing out the lack
ofjudgment the state had shown in selling the Chickasaw Cession school’s sixteenth
section land. Declaring that the petitioner’s claims were barred by the statute of
limitations and by the Eleventh Amendment ofthe U.S. Constitution, the District Court
eventually dismissed the complaint. The District Court claimed that the eleventh
amendment limited the Chickasaw school’s capacity to sue the state since states can
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im oke ihc clc\ enih amendment to protect themselves from being sued by their citizenry.
Upon recci\ ing this dismissal, the petitioners appealed to and presented their suit
before the C'ourt of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. The Court of Appeals affinned the
District C’ourt's opinion, asserting that the petitioner's claims were indeed barred by the
Hlevcnth Amendment. .After unsuccessful attempts in both the District Court and the
Court of Appeals, the suit was brought before the U.S. Supreme Court on April 22. 1986.
On .luly 1. 1986. the Supreme Court stated the following:
In this case. \s e consider the claims of school officials and schoolchildren in 23
northern Mississippi counties that they are being unlawfully denied the economic
benefits of public school lands granted by the United States to the State of
Mississippi well over 100 yeai's ago.(Papasan v. Allain)
However, the Supreme Court did show concern about the claim's legitimacy
under the Eleventh Amendment, agreeing in part with the lower courts that ‘1he judgment
of the Court of Appeals is affirmed insofar as it affimied the dismissal of petitioners'
breach of trust and related claims.” Yet, still seeing a need for further development ofthe
issue of equal protection, the Supreme Court decided to vacate and remand to the Court
of Appeals for further proceedings.
Capitalizing on the continuing push to refonn sixteenth section land, I980’s
Secretary of State, Dick Molpus, valiantly tried to enforce the statutes set forth in the
Sixteenth Section Reform Act of 1978. Among Moplus’ efforts were drives to amend
leases that had been graiited at rates far below fair market value and efforts to enforce the
Sixteenth Section Reform Act of 1978 by pressuring schools into legal compliance. In
addition, Molpus was able to increase the level of revenue collected through an expansion
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of the sixteenth section land classifications, notably adding Catfish Farming and Other as
classifications. With these reform movements under the state’s belt and the expansion of
the sixteenth section land classifications, the state saw an increase in the total revenue
brought in by sixteenth section land from $13 million (adjusted for inflation) a year in
1960‘s to $ 50 million annually in the 90’s.

This huge increase in revenue earned by districts that owned sixteenth section
land was not matched by the fixed amount appropriated to Chickasaw Districts.

Allocation of Chickasaw funds(MS Department of Education)
Due to the repeated missteps ofthe state legislature those districts located in the
Chickasaw counties rely on the state legislature for appropriations in lieu ofsixteenth
section revenue. The Legislature appropriates these monies on an annual basis. Annual
appropriation has two funding elements: the Mississippi Constitution, Section 212 and
the U.S. Fifth Court of Appeals formula.
The Mississippi Constitution makes provisions for the appropriation of
Chickasaw funds. As stated in Section 212,the annual appropriation is to be $62,190.96.
This amount represents the interest that would have been earned on the proceeds jfrom the
1856 sale of sixteenth section lands. The amount is paid to Chickasaw school districts on
a per acre basis and is consistent from year to year. The appropriation is made in equal
payments in May and November each year(Department of Education, Chickasaw
Cession 1).
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The second clemeni in the annual appropriation to Chickasaw School Districts is
based on the I '.S. I-ifth Courts of Appeals fonnula. In February of 1989, the U.S. Fifth
Court ol' Appeals established a formula designed to resolve the funding inequalities
between counties on C'hoctaw lands and those on Chickasaw lands. With the omission of
oil and gas ro\alt> re\enues. the formula lakes the total sum of expendable revenue from
sixteenth section land in all C'hoctaw counties during the “second preceding fiscal year.'
The sum of expendable revenue is divided by the mmiber of Minimum Education
Program teacher units outside the Chickasaw Cession area. The result is the income per
teacher unit. The income per teacher unit is then multiplied by the number of Minimum
Education program teacher units in the Chickasaw Cession districts. This appropriation
is allocated to the Chickasaw Cession school districts in July (Department of Education,
Chickasaw Cession 2).
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Section 111. C'hickasaw Public School District Reforms

Arc Chickasinv Districts Receiving Fair Funding?
While ser\ ing as Superintendent of Tunica County Schools in the early 1980's,
Bobb> 1 lugh Papasan pursued his doctorate in education at the University of Mississippi.
As part ot his doctoral program, Papasan wrote a dissertation on what he saw as one of
the largest disparities facing the public schools in northeastern Mississippi: inadequate
sixteenth section appropriations to Chickasaw Districts by the stale legislature. As
compared to their Choctaw counterparts, Chickasaw state appropriations were not
comparable to the ax erage amount derived from sixteenth section land. Mr. Papasan was
determined to test this assertion through his dissertation entitled “A Histor>' of Sixteenth
Section ‘Lieu Lands' In the Chickasaw Territory of North Mississippi”(Papasan 1).
While a significant part of Papasan's dissertation is dedicated to the history of
sixteenth section land, the lion's shai-e is concerned with illustrating the inequalities
between Chickasaw appropriations and Choctaw sixteenth section land income. Papasan
dedicates an entire chapter of his dissertation to ‘’Comparison of Sixteenth Section and
Chickasaw School Fund Revenue"(Papasan 56). This chapter provides a basic
comparison of state appropriations to sixteenth section income. In the first pait of his
analysis, Papasan presents sixteenth section income from all Choctaw districts from 1948
to 1979. Papasan provides this data in three chronological tables. In one table, Papasan
gives each school district budget and each district’s sixteenth section land income from
1948-1957. These incomes ai'e averaged to derive a mean annual income from 1948-
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1957. By a\ crauinu income o\ or the course of multiple years. Papasan accounts for acute
nuciuations in income from \ ear-to-^■ear in sixteenth section land. The second group of
tables displays each school district's sixteenth section land income from 1968-1977.
Papasan chose these \ ears because of what he calls their "continuous nature’.
Income from 1968-1977 seemed to minimize the elYects of annual fluctuations. The tliird
group of income tables that Papasan presents give sixteenth section revenue from 19781979.

These vears were isolated due to the passage of sixteenth section reform

legislation in 1978. The lenislaiion of 1978 changed tlie way sixteenth section lands were
governed and in PapasaiTs opinion made this data incomparable to the years prior to
1978. Papasan also includes a table presenting the original sixteenth section acreage by
county. The acrcaae displayed in these tables is derived from the acreage of the original
sixteenth sections gi\ en to Mississippi. Using these acreages as the denominator and the
income from the previous tables as a numerator. Papasan was able to compute "mean per
acre annual income from sixteenth section lands" (78).
Papasan provides a similar measurement for those districts without sixteenth
section land called the “mean per acre income for Chickasaw lieu lands” (Papasan 78).
The “mean per acre income of Chickasaw lieu lands” is derived from a table illustrating
the annual appropriations, which were constant from 1948-1979. In addition the table
provides each district's lieu acres.
In the final section of this chapter. Papasan provides an analysis of the first two
sections. Tln-ough this analysis, Papasan hoped to achieve two goals. First, he wanted to
compare and contrast Choctaw and Chickasaw districts. Secondly, he wanted to
“compare and contrast data on the rate of per acre increase of sixteenth section revenues”
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between C'hociaw and C'hickasaw districts. Papsan achieves his two goals by directly
comparing the ''mean per acre annual income from sixteenth section lands” with its
counlerpari "mean per acre income of Chickasaw lieu lands.” This data is presented in a
table comparing "mean per acre" for Chickasaw^ and Choctaw' side-by-side from 19481979. Papasan uses this anaylsis to arrive at eight conclusions.
fhe first conclusion shows that the mean per acre revenue for Chickasaw'lieu
lands has remained unchanged at a steady rate of S. 3683 (Papasan 80). Inversely,
Papasan show s that the "mean per acre income for sixteenth section lands" had increased
from $ 1.63 in 1948 to $ 17.08 in 1979. Papasan points out that this is a 1000 percent
increase for the period. In a direct comparison of Choctaw' and Chickasaw' districts,
Papasan discovers that the "mean per acre from sixteenth section land” in 1948 at $1.63
was 4.43 times larger than its counterpart for Chickasaw districts($ .3683)for 1948.
With mean per acre income from 1979. Papasan discovered that "mean per acre income
from sixteenth section lands”($17.08) was over 46.83 times greater than ’‘mean per acre
revenue from Chickasaw school land”($.3683). Papasan documents the steady increase
in “mean per acre income from sixteenth section lands” in 1948 compared to the
relatively stable increase in mean per acre annual income of Chickasaw lieu lands. In
1948,“mean per acre income from sixteenth section lands” was $. 32 for Webster
County, a Chickasaw school district, compared to $ 11.87 for Lamar Coimty School
District, a Choctaw school district. By 1979 the differences between the highest mean
per acre for a Choctaw District and a Chickasaw District were even more pronounced
with Choctaw at $ 130.46 per acre and at Chickasaw at $0.36 per acre. Papasan
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concluded tluii ihc raic increase of“mean per acre income from sixteenth section lands”
was dramatic compared to liie “mean per acre income of Chickasaw lieu lands”.
i’lirouuh his anal\ sis hapasan ultimately concludes the following: “There is a
dramatic di flercncc in the mean per income from sixteenth section lands and Chickasaw
school lands, and this difference is increasing"(Papasan 80).
In 1980. with Papasan leading the charge, a number of Chickasaw Cession
schools officials and schoolchildren filed suit in the United States District Court ofthe
Norlliern District of Vlississippi against state ofllcials. Papasan's dissertation had
succeeded in inciting Chickasaw Cession school officials and students' parents in
addressing the disparii>- between the "mean per acre income of Chickasaw lieu lands”
and the "mean per acre from sixteenth section land.” The plaintiffs in this case used the
historical merit ol' the Chickasaw Cession and the slate's inequitable treatment ofthe
Chickasaw Cession lands during the 1800's. More importantly, ilie plaintiffs declared
that the sale of the Chickasaw Cession's sixteenth section land had violated the trust
obligation of the state. According to the Chickasaw Cession schools, these violations had
caused a disparity in funding.
With these concerns as a foundation, the petitioners sought to obtain relieffrom
the state for “breach of trust regarding the Chickasaw Cession Sixteenth Section lands
and for denial of equal protection”(Papasan v. Allain). Initially, the petitioners sought
this relief by bringing their case before the District Court. The District Court dismissed
the case “holding the claims barred by the applicable statute of limitations and by the
Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution.” After losing in the District
Court the petitioners appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit where the
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Disirici Couris decision was affirmed, fhe Court of.Appeals found tliat differential
funding was allowable under the Court's decision in San Antonio Independent School
Disl. V. Rodriluue/. Alter losing in the Court of.Appeals, the petitioners were granted
certiorari by the I niied States Supreme Court.
Recognizing that neither of the lower couils had answered the question ofequal
protection, the T.S. Supremo Court decided to vacate the judgment of the Court of
Appeals and remand it to that court for further proceedings. With the pressure ofthe
Supreme Court's decision behind the fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, the Court of
Appeals created a formula throimh Federal Court Order No. 84-4109. The formula was
designed to equalize the disparit>' in funding between the Choctaw aitd Chickasaw
districts.

Appropriations
Since the Pontotoc Creek Treaty of 1832. which ceded Chickasaw land to the
Mississippi state government, the state has consistently neglected those school districts
located within the Chickasaw region. The first offense came as the state rapidly sold the
Chickasaw land without reserving sixteenth section land for the benefit of public schools.
The second came when the state chose to sell lieu land to the railroad company instead of
allocating this land directly to those schools within the Chickasaw school district. After
the railroad company went bankrupt the state legislature sought to redeem itself by
providing the Chickasaw school districts with amiual appropriations to take the place of
the lost sixteenth section land.
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rhc amouni appropriated lo the Chickasaw school districts represented the
approximateU SO.06 per acre per year, While the state legislature believed that this
amount of mone> would ser\ e as adequate appropriations, the U.S. Fifth Court of
Appeals disagreed. In 1989. the U.S. Fifth Court of Appeals decided that a disparity in
sixteenth section fundina existed between the Chickasaw and Choctaw districts, with
Chickasaw districts receiving an inadequate amount of funding. The result oftliis
discovery was the implementation of an elaborate foniiula designed to curtail the
dispariiN ol'funding betw een the Chickasaw and Choctaw School districts. In 2002-2003
the Mississippi Department of Education reported that the amount appropriated to
Chickasaw districts under the Court’s formula alone was $9,249,612. However the
question that remained is whether there is a disparity between the Choctaw, those with
sixteenth section land, and the Chickasaw, those without sixteenth section land? Does
the annual appropriation as mentioned in Section 212 of the Mississippi Constitution and
the U.S. F'ifth Court of Appeals do enough to bridge the gap? At the heart of tliis thesis
are these very questions. Through the application of basic statistical analysis of data
obtained from the Secretary of State’s office and the Mississippi Department of
Education, the overseer of sixteenth section land, this research explores the hypothesis
that a funding disparity exist between Chickasaw and Choctaw school districts in the
realm of sixteenth section land.
The objective of the following research is to test the hypothesis tliat in 2007
Chickasaw School Districts are receiving funding that is not equal to Choctaw School
Districts. The question of equality is tested two ways: equality of funding per acre and
equality of funding per teacher unit (student). Using the general procedme documented in
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Papasan's dissotiaiion. two tables were prepared. Table 1 compiles data relevant to
Choctaw School Districts, l-'ach school district was combined with other districts within
its coLintv \o create ilie aggregate sum of sixteenth section land revenue in each county
(Annual Re\ enue Summary For Year 07). Another column was created to match the
total sum ol' sixteenth section land re\ enue with the original acres available in each
county's sixteenth section (Papasan 74). Using the total sixteentli section land revenue as
the numerator and the total original acreage as the denominator, the mean per acre annual
income from sixteenth section lands was calculated. .After obtaining the mean per acre
annual income from sixteenth section lands for each county, the overall average was
obtained ibr all C'hoclaw counties. A simihir procedure was followed for school districts
in Chickasaw counties.
Whereas Choctaw districts received income from the possession ofsixteenth
section land. Chickasaw districts received annual appropriations, as described earlier.
Accordingly. Table 2 illustrates Chickasaw districts and their annual appropriations for
2007. Each Chickasaw school district was combined with other districts w'ithin the same
county to create the aggregate sum of sixteenth section land revenue within each county.
In addition to each county's total revenue, the amount of original lieu land is also
presented in the table. Using the total revenue for each county as the numerator and the
original lieu land for each county as the denominator, the mean per acre income for
Chickasaw lieu lands was derived. After obtaining the mean per acre income for
Chickasaw lieu lands for each county, the overall average mean per acre income for
Chickasaw lieu lands was obtained for all Chickasaw counties.
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Section IV. Testing Equity in Funding
Results:
With the o\ crall mean per acre annual revenue liom sixteenth section lands and
the mean per acre re\ enuc for Chickasaw lieu lands a direct comparison can be made of
the revenue for schools in Choctaw counties and Chickasaw counties. Upon averaging
each Choctaw count\-'s mean per acre annual income from sixteenlli section lands, tlie
average mean per acre annual income from sixteenth section lands is $ 78.90. Upon
averaging each C'hickasaw county's per acre income for Chickasaw lieu lands, the
average mean per acre income for Chickasaw lieu lands was found to be $70.67. This
average takes into consideration all counties located in the Chickasaw area.
In. a comparison between the mean per acre revenue from sixteenth section lands.
$78.90. and the $70.67 mean per acre income for Chickasaw lieu lands reveals a
relatively slight difference. Accordingly, the two averages imply that the Fifth Circuit
Court's formula has in fact played a large part in equalizing the disparity between
Chickasaw and Choctaw districts when compai'ed on a per acre basis.
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Table 4
Original Acres available to Choctaw lands, Total Revenue from 2007,
and the quotient mean per acre annual income from sixteenth
1 section land
Mean per acre 2007
Total
Revenue from 16th section
Original
County
Acres
Revenue
lands
9,600 $1,832,395
$190
_^ams
Amite
12,500 $1,483,783
$118
Attala
10,080
$812,310
isg
Bolivar
14,080
$66
$939,247
Carroll
8,320
$543,264
$65
7
Choctaw
$668,983
Claiborne
12,240
$345,324
$28
Clarke
12,900
$279,001
$21
Coahoma
12,160
$532,884
$43
12,800
Copiah
$746,985
$58
9,600 $1,920,774
Covington
$200
Forrest
8,320
$501,708
$60
Franklin
9,496 $1,342,928
$141
7,800
$95,668
$12
George
Greene
12,160
$260,026
^21
Grenada
9,600
$349,776
136
Hancock
9,100
$140,070
$15
Harrison
20,840 $1,379,217
$66
Hinds
15,400 $2,313,610
$150
Holmes
19,200
$513,509
$26
7,680
Humphreys
$460,752
$59
9,600
Issaquena
$0
Jackson
12,800
$495,059
$38
9,600
Jasper
$579,225
$60
Jefferson
7,420
$192,426
$25
Jeff Davis
7,680 $2,200,214
$286
Jones
10,240 $2,947,646
$287
12,800
Kemper
$351,814
$27
Lamar
8,960 $3,962,781
$442
Lauderdale
13,440
$800,388
$59
Lawrence
13,040
$419,929
$32
Leake
10,240
$141,703
$13
Leflore
11,891
$706,130
$59
Lincoln
10,800 $2,795,998
$258
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Lowndes

Madison
i Morion

^

Montgomery _
Neshoba
;
Newton
_Nqxubee
Oktibbeha
Pearl River
Perry
Pike
Quitman
Rankin
Scott
Sharkey
Simpson
Smith
Stone
Sunflower
Tallahatchie
Walthall
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wilkinson
Winston
Yazoo
Total

9,037
$343,433
12,800 $1,750,765
1 1.412 $1,359,167
14.720
$99,1 17
10,241
$88,281
10,080
$435,664
13,535
$877,188
7.721
$333,31 1
19,150
$491,042
1 1,592
$376,660
7,680 $1,274,931
5,760
$102,096
13,440 $3,090,818
10,240
$237,880
8,327
$630,216
7,480
$535,319
10,880
$714,021
8,960
$174,958
14,080
$544,148
10,880
$465,560
6,400
$355,400
10,880 $1,114,260
15,360
$678,921
15,140 $1,730,593
5,760
$297,054
14,080
$765,028
1 1,680
$403,469
16,416
$974,896
686,125 $53,299,721
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$38
$136
$119
$6
$8
$43
$64
$43
$32
$166
$17
$229
$23
$75
$71
$65
$19
$38
$42
$55
$102
$44
$114

151
$54
$34
$59
$79

Table 5

i

Original Acres available to Chickasaw Lands. Total Revenue from
2007. and the “mean per acre income of Chickasaw lieu lands
!
Mean per acre 2007
Revenue Chickasaw lieu
1 Total
lands
Lieu acres I Revenue
County
Alcorn
6.892
$64
$441,481
Benton
7,266
$147.097
120
Chickasaw
8,891
$374,368
1^
Calhoun
8,841
$233.235
$26
5,983
$337,368
$56
Clay
4
Coahoma
$1,512
$340
Desoto
8,507 $2,780,737
$326
Itwamba
9,501
$394,254
1^
- "r
Lee
7,975
$857,302
$107
1
1,989
$595,361
$49
Lafayette
Marshall
12,438
$198,062
$15
Monroe
6,823
$375,439
$55
Panola
1 1,757
$623,352
$53
Pontotoc
8,844
$583,538
$65
Prentiss
7,390
$540,554
$73
Quitman
1 ,493
$34,669
$23
Tallahatchie
24
$273
in
Tate
7,241
$510,168
$70
8,069
Tippah
$455,298
$56
7,744
Tishomingo
$349,359
$45
Tunica
7,731
$215,764
$27
Union
7,416
$524,175
$70
969
Webster
$27,131
$28
Yalobusha
4,831
$167,970
$34
Total
168,618 $10,768,467
$70.67

Funding Per Teacher Unit
The data acquired from the Secretaiy of State’s office include a list ofthe total
2007 revenue from sixteenth section lands for Choctaw school districts. In addition, the
annual appropriations to all school districts located in Chickasaw districts were also
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acquired iVom ilic Sccrcian ol'Stale's office. Total enrollment, which is called teacher
units in the tables for all school districts, both Choctaw and Chickasaw, was obtained
from the Mississippi Deparinieni of l^ducaiioifs Asscs.sment and Accountability
Reporting S\ stem.
The ke\ measurement used for analysis of the equitable funding is "income per
teacher unit." 'Mneome per teacher unit” is the quotient of a district's total sixteenth
section income di\ ided bv the district's total teacher units. The "income per teacher unit"
was then used as a basis for all statistical analysis and an indication of whether students
in Chickasaw Districts are being given similar support for their education as compared to
Choctaw students. The basic statistical devices used include averages and quartiles.
While the use of a\ erages is standard in all statistical analyses, quartiles are used to give
an objective means of comparison between all districts. Using quartiles allowed for an
arrangement ol'data in ascending order with four equal parts. Through the use of
quartiles developed using all districts, an objective comparison can be made between
Choctaw and Chickasaw School district's sixteenth section related funding.

Hypothesis: Allocation of Funds Favors Chickasaw Area Schools Districts
The starting point for the analysis of these potential disparities is the Chickasaw
Schools and their annual appropriations. Table 6 presents a comprehensive list of all
school districts situated on Chickasaw land or lands without sixteenth section land
(Secretary of State. Annual Revenue Summary For Year 07). Unlike Choctaw revenue
which is earned directly from sixteenth section land. Chickasaw revenue is derived from
appropriations from the state legislature. Accordingly, total appropriation for each
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(Jisirici oxhibiis ihc loial dollar amount received by each district from the state legislature.
This amount includes Section 212 appropriations and appropriations required under
Federal Court Order No. S4-4109 formula. The adjacent column includes the total
teacher units or the total number of students enrolled in elementary, middle school and
high school (Deparimeni of I'diieation M.A.ARS). Revenue per teacher unit is derived
from the quotient of total appropriation and total teacher units. The focal point of this
table is re\ enuc per teacher unit. This measure provides a means of comparison behveen
Choctaw and C'hickasaw school districts and their revenue (Secretary of State, Annual
Revenue Summar\- I'or h'ear 07).
Table 6

Chickasaw Lands total appropriations from legislature, total teacher units,
and revenue per teacher unf
Total
Total Teacher Revenue per Teacher
School Districts
Unit
Unit
Appropriations
3,713
Alcorn County
$441,481
$1 19.00
Benton
1,347
$147,097
$109.00
Corinth
Chickasaw
Calhoun
Clay
Houston
Okolona
Clay
West Point
Coahoma
Coahoma AHS
Desoto
Itawamba
Lee
Oxford
Lafayette
Nettleton
Schools

$217,759
$56,466
$233,235

2,958
614

$74.00
$92.00

2,556
154

$91.00
$87.00
$114.00
$138.00
$87.00

$13,355
$222,273
$95,629
$13,355
$324,013
$1,323
$189
$2,780,737
$394,254
$709,616
$328,150
$267,211

30,616
3,588
6,877
3,360
2,438

$1 10.00

$147,685

1,375

$107,00

1,954
691
154
3,378
1,596
272
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$96.00
$0.83
$0.69
$91.00
$110.00
$103.00
$98.00

Holly Springs _
Monroe
Aberdeen
Amory_
_North Panola
South Panojp ^
Pontotqc_
Pontotoc City
Prentiss !
Baldwyn i
Separate ,
Booneville City !
Quitman
East
Tallahatchie
Tate
Senatobia
North Tippah
South Tippah
Tishomingo
County
Tunica
Union
New Albany
Webster
Coffeeville
Water Valley
Totals

$427,580
$349,065
$234,474
$287,1 18

1,639
2,328
1,511
1,865
1,692
4,593
3,327
2,275
2,273

$121.00
$14.00
$108.00
$96.00
$116.00
$93.00
$105.00
$103.00
$126.00

$110,034
$143,401
$34,669

909
1,292
2,063

$121.00
$111.00
$17.00

$273
$317,944
$192,224
$155,938
$299,360

1,361
3,096
1,832
1,340
2,689

$0.20
$103.00
$105.00
$116.00
$111.00

$349,359
$215,764
$275,527
$248,648

3,273
2,257
3,878
2,194
1,806
625
1,313
1 19,072

$107.00
$96.00
$71.00
$113.00
$15.00
$45.00
$106.00
$92.00

$]9a062
$33,304
$163,266
$178,869
$195,773

$27,131
$28,055
$139,916
$10,999,581

Using the data provided in Table 6. Table 7 provides four quartiles. The foui' quartiles
divide revenue per teacher unit into four gradations to show the revenue distribution for
Chickasaw districts. The first quartile gives the ceiling or dollar amount in which 25% of
the revenue per teacher unit of all Chickasaw districts is below. This number is $88 of
revenue per teacher unit. The second quartile gives the ceiling or number in which 50%
of revenue per teacher unit is below. This number is $103 of revenue per teacher unit.
The third quartile gives the ceiling or number in which 75% of revenue per teacher unit is
below. This number is $111 of revenue per teacher unit. The fourth quartile simply
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gives ilic higliesi rc\cnuc per icachcr unit in which 100% of revenue per teacher unit is
below. 1 his number is S1 .‘'>8 of revenue per teacher unit. By using quartiles as a method
of statistical analvsis. a better approximation of the range of funding received by most
Chickasaw school districts is aehiex ed.

Table 7
Quartiles for Chickasaw School Districts in Revenue per Teacher Unit
1 st Quartile
$88
2nd Quartile

$103

3rd Quartile

$111

4th Quartile

$138

The counterpart to the Chickasaw Districts is the Choctaw Districts which contain
sixteenth section land. Table 8 presents a comprehensive list ofrevenue ofthose school
districts possessing sixteenth section land or Choctaw school districts(Annual Revenue
Summary for Year 07). In addition to a list of those districts, each district's total
revenue, total enrollment per district and revenue per teacher unit are listed. The total
revenue column provides the total revenue provided by each district’s sixteenth section
land as reported by the Secretary of State’s office in 2007. The total teacher units column
provides the total number of students (elementary, middle, and high) enrolled in each
district(Depaitment of Education MAARS). Revenue per teacher unit is derived from
the quotient of total income and total enrollment. This quotient gives total dollar
amounts available per student in each district. The focal point of Table 8 is the table’s
illustration of the Choctaw Districts’ revenue per teacher unit. This measure provides a
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or siaiislical analysis, a belter approximation of the range offunding received by most
Chickasaw school districts is achieved.

Table 7
Quartiles for Chickasaw School Districts in Revenue per Teacher Unit
1st Quartile

$88

2nd Quartile

$103

3rd Quartile

$111

4th Quartile

$138

The counterpart to the Chickasaw Districts is the Choctaw Districts which contain
sixteenth section land. Table 8 presents a comprehensive list ofrevenue ofthose school
districts possessing sixteenth section land or Choctaw school districts(Annual Revenue
Summary for Year 07). In addition to a list ofthose districts, each district’s total
revenue, total enrollment per district and revenue per teacher unit are listed. The total
revenue column provides the total revenue provided by each district’s sixteenth section
land as reported by the Secretary of State’s office in 2007. The total teacher units column
provides the total number of students (elementary, middle, and high) enrolled in each
district(Department of Education MAARS). Revenue per teacher unit is derived from
the quotient of total income and total enrollment. This quotient gives total dollar
amounts available per student in each district. The focal point of Table 8 is the table’s
illustration of the Choctaw Districts’ revenue per teacher unit. This measure provides a
means for comparison between Choctaw and Chickasaw school districts and their
respective funding.
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Table 8

Choctaw Lands total revenue from 16"' section land, total teacher units in and

School District

revenue per teachable unit
Total
Total Teacher
Revenue
units

Revenue PerTeacher
Unit

Adams/Natchez

$1,832,395

3,988

$459

Amite County

$1,483,783

1,274

$1,164

Attala County

$627,705

1,163

$539

Kosciusko Municipal
West Bolivar

$184,605

2,258

$81

$245,327

910

$269

Benoit

$228,500

273

$836

North Bolivar

$139,408

737

$189

Cleveland

$167,468

3,523

$47

Shaw

$158,545

590

$268

Calhoun County

$34,698

2,556

$13

Carroll County

$543,264

939

$578

Choctaw County

$668,983

1,590

$420

Claiborne County

$345,324

Enterprise

$172,114

1,761
872

$197

Quitman

$106,886

2,063

$51

Clay
West Point

$123,019

154

$798

$18,020

3,378

$5

$196

Coahoma County

$532,884

1,596

$333

Copiah County

$428,623

2,958

$144

Hazlehurst Municipal

$318,362

1,537

$207

Covington County

$1,920,774

3,241

$592

Forrest County

$149,922

2,410

$62

Hattiesburg Municipal

$177,658

4,485

$39

Petal Municipal

$174,127

3,995

$43

Franklin County

$1,342,928

1,475

$910

George County

$95,668

4,210

$22
$127

Greene County

$260,026

2,036

Grenada Municipal

$349,776

4,438

Hancock County

$128,554

4,354

Bay St. Louis

$11,516

1,651

Harrison County
Biloxi

$1,347,638

13,216

$8,010

4,719

Pass Christian

$23,569

1,512

Hinds County

$634,320

6,697

Jackson Municipal

$1,475,059

39,575

51

$15
$37

Clinton Municipal

$204,231

4,729

$43

Holmes County

$513,509

3,286

$156

Humphreys County

$460,752

1,848

$249

Jackson County

$395,590

39,575

$9

Moss Point Municipal

$26,261

3,057

$8

Pascagoula Municipal

$73,207

7,124

$10

East Jasper

$296,119

1,135

$260

West Jasper

$283,106

1,622

$174

Jefferson County

$192,426

1,474

$130

Jefferson Davis

$2,200,214

1,809

$1,216

Jones County

$2,947,646

8,145

$361

Kemper County

$351,814

1,229

$286

Lamar County

$3,590,533

8,215

$437

Lumberton Line

$372,248

798

$466

Lauderdale County

$565,254

6,677

$84

Meridian Municipal

$235,134

6,559

$35

Lawrence County

$419,929

2,231

$188

Leake County

$141,703

3,268

$43

Leflore County
Greenwood

$693,007

2,798

$247

Municipal

$13,123

2,968

$4

Lincoln County
BrookHaven

$2,212,141

3,108

$711

Municipal

$583,857

3,005

$194

Lowndes County

$329,173

5,391

$61

Columbus Municipal

$14,260

4,425

$3

Madison

$1,358,949

11,487

$118

Canton Municipal

$391,816

3,355

$116

Marion County

$1,359,167

2,483

$547

Monroe County

$200,945

2,328

$86

Montgomery County

$86,053

429

$200

Winona Municipal

$13,065

1,237

$10

Neshoba County

$88,281

3,141

$28

Newton County

$37,086

1,916

$19

Newton Municipal

$382,990

1,013

$378

Union Municipal

$15,587

911

$17

Noxubee County

$877,188

1,972

$444
$330

Oktibbeha County

$283,924

860

Starkville Municipal
South Panola

$49,387

4,207

$11

$31,581

4,593

$6

Pearl River

$73,686

3,155

$23

3,655

$46

Picayune Municipal

$171,393
52

Poplarville Municipal

$245,963

2,194

$112

Perry County

$223,502

Richton Municipal
North Pike

1,303
752

$171

$153,158
$481,417

2,325

$207

South Pike

$189,050

1,959

$96

McComb Municipal

$604,464

2,849

$212

Quitman County

$102,096

1,328

$76

Rankin County

$2,746,982

18,230

$150

Pearl Municipal

$343,836

3,794

$90

Scott County

$123,451

3,753

$32

Forest Municipal
South Delta

$114,429

1,561

$73

$773,716

1,146

$675

Simpson County

$535,319

4,262

$125

Smith County

$714,021

3,025

$236

Stone County

$174,958

2,805

$62

Sunflower County

$338,044

$200

Drew Municipal

$122,353

1,690
629

Indianola Municipal
East Tallahatchie

$83,751

2,387

$35

$226,868

$166

West Tallahatchie

$238,692

1,361
931

Walthall County

$355,400

2,524

$140

Vicksburg
Hollandale

$1,114,260

$123

$128,409

9,058
795

Leland

$287,787

1,058

$272

Western Line

$197,937

1,932

$102

Greenville Public

$64,788

6,932

$9

Wayne County

$1,730,593

3,755

$460

Webster County

$297,054

1,806

$164

Wilkinson County
Louisville

$765,028

1,339

$571

$403,469
$440,161

2,720
625

$148

Coffeeville
Yazoo County

$944,147

1,759

$536

Yazoo City Municipal
Total

$30,749

2,769

$11

$54,291,644

398,708

$136

53

$203

$194

$256

$161

$704

Table 9 illustrates the quariiles derived from the comprehensive list of Choctaw school
districts in Table 8. The quartiles divide income per teacher unit into four gradations to
show the income distribution of Choctaw school districts. The first quartile gives the
ceiling or dollar amount in which 257r of the Choctaw school districts revenue per
teacher units is bclou . This number is $43 per teacher unit. The second quartile gives
the ceiling or dollar amount in which 507c of revenue per teacher units are below. This
number is $144 of revenue per teacher unit. The third quartile gives the ceiling or dollar
amount in which 159c of revenue per teacher unit is below. This amount is $268 of
revenue per teacher unit. The fourth quartile simply gives the highest revenue per
teacher amount in which 1007r of revenue per teacher unit is below. This amount is
$1216 of revenue per teacher unit. By using quartiles as a method of statistical analysis
we receive a better approximation of the range of funding received by most Choctaw
school districts.
Table 9
Quartiles for Choctaw School Districts in Revenue per Teacher Unit
1st Quartile

$43

2nd Quartile

$144

3rd Quartile

$268

4th Quartile

$1216

Table 10 illustrates the averages obtained from the revenue per teacher unit from Table 6,
Chickasaw Districts, and Table 8, Choctaw Districts. The first average listed is the
average derived from the school districts located on Chickasaw land. Averaging the
revenue per teacher unit from Table 6, the average of Chickasaw districts is derived. The
second average listed is the average derived from the school districts located on Choctaw
land. Averaging the revenue per teacher unit in Table 8, the average of Choctaw districts
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is derived. As indicated by the $45 difference in averages, Choctaw lands produce 33%
more revenue per teacher unit than Chickasaw lands receive from the state legislature.
This would imply a disparity between Chickasaw and Choctaw districts when viewing
funding in proportion to student enrollment.

Table 10
Averages of Revenue per Teacher Unit for Chickasaw and Choctaw Districts
Chickasaw
$92
Choctaw
$137

Table 11 illustrates aggregate data derived from both Tables 6 and 8. Using revenue per
teacher unit from both Tables 6 and 8, the quartiles for all school districts, both Choctaw
and Chickasaw, are derived. This table gives a gradation and income distribution for all
Mississippi public school districts. The first quartile gives the ceiling or number in which
25% of the revenue per teacher unit for all school districts. This number is $54 of
revenue per teacher unit for school districts. The second quartile gives the ceiling in
which 50% of revenue per teacher unit is below. This number is $110 of revenue per
teacher unit for all school districts. The third quartile gives the ceiling or number in
which 75% of revenue per teacher unit is below. This number is $200 of revenue per
teacher unit for all school districts. The fourth quartile simply gives the highest revenue
per teacher unit number in which 100% of all revenue per teacher is under. This number
is $1216 of revenue per teacher unit. Table 11 allows for the comparison of revenue per
teacher unit amounts across Tables 7 and 9. Table 11 creates an objective basis of
comparison between quartiles for Choctaw and Chickasaw.
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Table 11
Quantiles for Income per Teachable Unitali Mississippi Public Schools(Chickasaw &
Choctaw)
1st Quantile
$54
2nd Quantile

$110

3rd Quantile

$200

4th Quantile

$1216

Tabic 12 combines Tabic 7. 9. and i 1 to give a more direct comparison of all available
quartilcs. As illusiraicd earlier. Table 7 depicts quartiles from Chickasaw school districts
and table 9 illustrates the quartiles derived from Choctaw schools. Table 11 illustrates
quartilcs dcri\ ed from all school districts. Choctaw and Chickasaw. Accordingly in
Table 12, data tVom all districts serves as the basis for comparison between Chickasaw
St

and Choctaw. Comparing Choctaw quartiles to all districts, we see that while the 1
Choctaw quart!le is below the C' all districts quartile every other Choctaw quartile
exceeds or meets all districts quartiles. This would imply that Choctaw districts have a
greater income distribution than the aggregate combination of all districts. Excluding the
1

Chickasaw quartile, all Chickasaw quartiles are below all districts quartiles. Thus,

Choctaw districts receive substantially more revenue per teacher unit than Choctaw
Districts.
Table 12
Combined Chickasaw, Choctaw and All Districts Quartiles for Revenue per Teacher
Unit
Quartiles

Chickasaw Choctaw All Districts

1st Quartile

$88

$43

$54

2nd Quartile

$103

$144

3rd Quartile

$111

$268

4th Quartile

$138

$1216

$110
$200
$1216
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Section V: Summary and Conclusion
Preceding the creation of the United States itself, the tradition of reserving public
land for the upkeep of the public school systems had its roots in England. Honoring this
tradition in the founding of the U.S., Colonel Timothy Pickering wrote land proposals in
the early 1700\s that required surplus lands to be used for a common good. The
institution of the Land Ordinance of 1785 went a step further by dividing the United
States into townships in which the sixteenth section of each township was to be reserved
for the maintenance of the public schools within said township. Progressively, the
tradition of sixteenth section land reservation for schools gained prominence,finding its
way into land proposals in the creation of most states. The Ohio Plan was one of those
proposals and in 1817, the Ohio Plan was extended to Mississippi.
As a new state in the making, Mississippi was required to honor the mandates of
the Ohio Plan and reserve the sixteenth section of each township for the support of public
schools. The Choctaw land was acquired by the Choctaw Purchase treaties. As required
in the Ohio Plan, the sixteenth section of the townships formed from the acquired
Choctaw land was reserved for public schools. The remainder passed into private
ownership.
With the Pontotoc Treaty of 1832, Mississippi acquired from the Chickasaw
Indians what would become the north section of the state. In the pandemonium of selling
the Chickasaw’s land to citizens, the state failed to reserve the sixteenth section of each
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ne\vl\ romicd township tor the public school system. This mistake was remedied by the
federal go\ernment's gift of lieu lands to the state. The stale sold the lieu land to a
railroad compan> belie\ ing the company's bonds would be a source of consistent revenue
for the Chickasaw area schools. Due to the Civil War. the railroad company w'ent
bankrupt, and public schools located on Chickasaw cession land were left with no source
of revenue from sixteenth sections, lieu lands or bonds.
■fo comj')ensate lor the lost re\ emic. the state has annually allocated
appropriations to public school districts located in the Chickasaw cession area.
Originally those appropriations equaled the eight percent interest the Chickasaw cession
counties would ha\ e earned from the sale of their sixteenth section lieu land. The state's
eight percent interest appropriation was the only revenue that Chickasaw public districts
received until a school superintendent by the name of Bobby Papasan challenged the
state's funding of Chickasaw districts.
I'hrough his doctoral research. Dr. Papasan demonstrated that there were
disparities in the amounts of funding that Chickasaw districts were receiving in relation
to Choctaw districts. Chickasaw districts received substantially less funding tlirough
appropriations than the average Choctaw district that relied on sixteenth section land. Dr.
Papasan sued the state in what became known as Papasan v. Allain. The case went all the
way to the U.S. Supreme Court where the Court decided tliat Chickasaw districts were
indeed being underfunded. The U.S. Supreme Court remanded the case back to the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals for an honorable solution. To address the problem, the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals developed a fomiula which attempted to equalize the revenue
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for C'hociau and Chickasaw school disiricls. This thesis tests the validity ofthe Fifth
Circuit Court ol'Appeals formula.
I he purpose of the research conducted for this thesis was to determine whether
the niih circuit formula produced equitable funding for Chickasaw and Choctaw districts
in 2007. In order to assess the equality of the slate's appropriations to Chickasaw school
districts, lu o priniar> tests were performed in the research conducted for this thesis. The
first test w as run on 2007 data w Inch was the analysis performed by Tunica School
Superimendent. Bobby Hugh Papasan. in his dissertation;‘*A History of Sixteenth
Section "Lieu Land" In The Chickasaw Territory ofNorth Mississippi”. Similarto
Papasan's analy sis, the first test compared the revenue per acre for each district. Each
district's rewenue either from sixteenth section land or from state appropriations was
divided by the sixteenth section land acres originally available to each district during the
founding of the stale. The result w^as the mean per acre annual revenue from sixteenth
section lands and the mean per acre revenue for Chickasaw lieu lands.
The overall mean per acre revenue from sixteenth section lands for Choctawdistricts was found to be $78.90 per acre. The mean per acre amiual revenue from
sixteenth section lands for Chickasaw districts was found to be $70.67 per acre. With
only an $8.23 difference, it is safe to conclude that on the basis of acres the difference is
only marginal. Thus, the U.S. Fifth Circuit Courts fomuila has equalized the funding
between Choctaw and Chickasaw districts when acreage is the basis of comparison.
The second test was designed to take the concept ofequitable funding furtlier.
While acres are indeed a practical basis for equality, acres do not allow for a true
assessment of how sixteenth section funds benefit school districts directly. The use of a
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school district's student enrollment is a hotter basis tor assessing equltability. By
measuring funding based on student enrollment, a direct illustration ofhow each dollar of
revenue alVeets each student is gi\en ■ riuis. the second test olYsets the bigsest
disadvantage ofthe Urst test; it shows the direct impact ofevery dollar of revenue has on
the students. ].\er> dollar ol sixieenth section revenue should benefit ever}’ student in
some way and the inetliod to measure this relationship is to derive the portion of revenue
to students.
While the second test used the same Choctaw and Chickasaw total re\'enue as in
the first test, total teaehci units was used as the basis for comparison instead of acres.
Using total teacher units, ilic re\ emie per teacher unit was derived for both Choctaw and
Chickasaw school districts.
The average rc\ cmic per teacher unit for Chickasaw districts was $92. The
average revenue per teacher unit for Choctaw districts was $137. While there was only
an $8 dilTerencc in Innding when comparing acres, a comparison between revenue per
teacher unit reweals a dil lerence of $45 dollars; this is a more pronounced difference.
Accordingly, on a\ erage. students in Chickasaw districts receive $45 dollars less than
Choctaw district students. T he cumulative effect of this difference has an enormous
impact when viewed in terms of an entire district and even greater effect when
considering the entire Chickasaw area.
This disparity is reaffirmed when considering revenue per teacherunit for
Choctaw and Chickasaw by quartiles. These quartiles present the gradation in revenue
distribution for Choctaw and Chickasaw^ districts and provide an understanding ofthe
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rcN cnuc ranuc bcusccn C liociaw and Chickasaw schools. Choctaw school districts are in
a higher rc\cnuc range than Chickasaw in tcmis of revenue per teacher unit.
W hat iliis suggests is that while the state was able to satisfy issues ofequitable
funding under Papasan s litmus test based on acreages, equality has not been achieved
when examining the actual amount that the averaue Chickasaw student receives in
relation to their C hoctaw counterpart. Chickasaw students are still imdercut by tlie Fifth
Circuit C'ourt s loimula. Accordingly the state of Mississippi should address this issue by
rethinking its current \sa\ ot allocating resources from sixteentli section land. Two
recommendations can he made to address this problcm.
I he first method would require legislation that recalibrates the Fifth Circuit
Courts lormula. In order to create a more equitable formula the state legislature would
need to consider the a\ erage amount of revenue per teacher unit received by each
Choctaw student and create a formula that matched this amount for Chickasaw districts.
Vital to this recalibration would be the consideration of oil and gas royalties from
sixteenth section land. CurrcnlK- oil and gas royalties are not considered in the matching
of Choctaw and Cliickasaw revenue. In order to create a more equitable formula oil and
gas royalties Irom Choctaw lands must be considered.
The second method would require the consolidation of all sixteenth section
revenue into a single tund. This fund would draw its revenue from the revenue produced
by all sixteenth section lands within the state. Normally this revenue would go directly to
the schools within the district in which the sixteenth section was located, but with the
institution of a statewide fund this revenue would go directly to tlie statewide fund. All
revenue deposited in the fund would be expendable, meaning both principal and interest
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arc disiribuicJ. 1 bcsc limds would be disiributcd to all public school districts annual in
amounts. A standard amount w ill be given to each district based on tlie number of
students cnrcdicd.
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